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Electron Beam Lithography Simulation For Mask Making
Chris A. Mack
FINLE Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 162712, Austin, TX 78716 USA
A new model called ProBEAM/3D is introduced for the simulation of electron beam lithography and
applied to the problem of mask making. Monte Carlo simulations are combined with a beam shape to generate a
single “pixel” energy distribution. This pixel is then used to write a pattern by controlling the dose of every
pixel on an address grid. The resulting dose pattern is used to expose and develop a resist to form a simulated
three-dimensional resist pattern.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electron beam lithography continues to play a
vital role in semiconductor and nano-technology.
Current and future demands on the mask making
process require tight control over every aspect of the
electron beam lithography process. As a result, the
need to understand and optimize electron beam
lithography is greater than ever.
Lithography modeling has proven an
invaluable tool in the use and development of optical
lithography over the years. Although electron beam
simulation has also been used extensively, it has not
undergone the level of development seen in optical
lithography simulation. In particular, resist exposure
and development models for electron beam
lithography are relatively crude compared to the
equivalent models for optical resists. In addition,
one of the unique capabilities of electron beam
lithography, its flexibility in writing strategies, has
remained difficult to explore using simulation.
This paper will apply a new model for threedimensional electron beam lithography simulation,
ProBEAM/3D [1-4], to the problem of maskmaking. Beginning with standard Monte Carlo
techniques to calculate the “point spread” electron
energy distribution, any beam shape can be used to
create the energy distribution due to a “spot”
exposure. A flexible writing strategy definition will
be presented to allow easy simulation of many
possible writing strategies. Well known models of
resist exposure and development chemistry will be

applied. The combination of the individual parts
will yield a comprehensive model able to predict
three-dimensional resist profiles for a wide range of
electron beam lithography tools and resist processes.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
The overall electron beam simulation package
is structured into a set a modular components, the
purpose of which is to promote the reuse of
simulation results. The first module, the Monte
Carlo calculations, predicts the interaction of an
electron of a given energy with a given
resist/substrate film stack. A library of common
energies and film stacks can be built up over time.
The second module, called Pixel Generation,
takes the output of the Monte Carlo module and
combines it with the details of the electron beam
spot shape to create a “spot” or “pixel” image in the
resist. The result is the energy distribution within
the resist for a given electron beam (Gaussian or
shaped) of a given beam energy and for a given film
stack. Again, a library of pixels for common beam
geometries, energies, and film stacks can be built up
and stored for later reuse.
Once a pixel image in the resist has been
calculated, this pixel can be used to write a pattern
in the resist. A “mask” pattern is overlaid with an
address grid to specify the dose for each pixel. The
result is a three-dimensional image of deposited
energy within the resist. This image then exposes
the resist material, which can be positive or negative
acting, conventional or chemically amplified. A

post-exposure bake can be used to diffuse (and
possibly react) chemical species in the exposed
resist, followed by a three-dimensional development
to give the final resist profile. The general sequence
of events is pictured in Figure 1.
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(typically 50,000 - 250,000) are used to bombard the
material and an average energy deposited per
electron as a function of position in the resist is
determined.
An example result of the Monte Carlo
calculations is shown in Figure 2; the trajectories of
100 electrons in 400nm of resist on 100nm of
chrome on a glass substrate for 10KeV electrons.
The deposited energy distribution in resist resulting
from these trajectories is shown in Figure 3 (using
100,000 electrons to get good statistics), where the
physically-based assumption of radial symmetry is
used to collect deposited energy in radial bins.
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Figure 2. Monte Carlo results for electrons hitting a
400nm resist film on 100nm of chrome on
a glass substrate for incident electron
energies of 10KeV.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the ProBEAM/3D
electron beam lithography simulator.

3. MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS
The Monte Carlo calculations use standard
techniques that have been extensively reported in the
literature [5-9].
In particular, the method of
Hawryluk, Hawryluk, and Smith [7] is followed. An
electron scatters off nuclei in a pseudo-random
fashion. The distance between collisions follows
Poisson statistics using a mean free path based on
the scattering cross-section of the nuclei. The
energy loss due to a scattering event is calculated by
the Beth energy loss formula. The “continuous
slowing-down approximation” is used to spread this
energy over the length traveled. Many electrons
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Figure 3. Deposited energy distribution (corresponding to Figure 2). Contours show
log10(eV/cm 3/electron).

m = e −C E

4. PIXEL GENERATION
The final result of the Monte Carlo calculation
is the average energy distribution of a single electron
of a given initial energy normally incident on the
material/film stack at a single point. Electron beam
exposure tools generate a spot or pixel of many
electrons in a certain shape in order to expose the
resist. For example, a typical e-beam exposure tool
may use an electron beam that can be well
approximated by a Gaussian-shaped spot of a certain
full width at half maximum (FWHM). The Monte
Carlo result can be used to generate a “pixel”, the
deposited energy for an average electron in the
electron beam spot. The pixel is generated as the
convolution of the Monte Carlo point energy
distribution with the beam shape.

5. BEAM WRITING STRATEGY
The beam writing strategy used here was
developed to mimic the behavior of common
electron beam lithography tools. A square address
grid is defined with any grid size possible. Centered
at each grid point is a beam pixel as described in the
preceding section. Each pixel address is then
assigned a dose (in µC/cm2 ) which essentially
determines the number of electrons used in each
pixel. The e-beam image is then the sum of the
contributions from each pixel. In the simplest
scheme, pixels are either turned on or off to provide
the desired pattern, but 256 levels of gray can also
be used to specify the dose of each pixel.
Since each individual pixel can be controlled in
dose, this writing strategy is very flexible.
Proximity correction schemes and “gray-scale”
exposure doses can easily be accommodated.
Multiple exposures allow the simulation of Ghost
and other such proximity correction schemes, as
well as multi-pass gray level printing.

6. EXPOSURE AND DEVELOPMENT
Resist exposure and development models have
been borrowed from optical lithography simulation
[10-14] and applied to e-beam lithography. The Dill
exposure model [10,11] is based on a first order
chemical reaction of some radiation-sensitive
species of relative concentration m.

(1)

where E is the e-beam deposited exposure dose at
some point in the resist (in J/cm3 ) and C is the
exposure rate constant (with units of 1/dose). The
use of equation (1) differs from optical lithography
simulation in that the e-beam case uses deposited
energy per unit volume and the optical lithography
case uses energy per unit area. The difference is
straightforward since the optical absorption
coefficient of the resist relates energy per unit area
to deposited energy per unit volume [12]. Thus, the
exposure rate constant C for electron beam exposure
is roughly equivalent to the optical C divided by the
resist optical absorption coefficient α.
The relative sensitizer concentration m (or the
reaction product of concentration 1-m) then controls
the development process. The Mack kinetic model
[13], the enhanced kinetic model [14], or some
equivalent model can then be applied. The standard
Mack model takes the form (for a positive resist)

r = rmax

(a + 1)(1 − m) n
a + (1 − m) n

+ rmin

(2)

where rmax is the maximum development rate for
completely exposed resist, rmin is the minimum
development rate for completely unexposed resist, n
is the dissolution selectivity (proportional to the
resist contrast), and a is a simplifying constant given
by

a =

( n + 1)
(1 − mTH ) n
( n − 1)

(3)

where mTH is called the threshold value of m. For a
negative resist, the terms 1-m in equations (2) and
(3) are replaced by m.

7. FULL 3D SIMULATIONS
Full three-dimensional simulation can be
performed by pulling together all of the components
described above. Using parameters for PBS [3], a
serifed 1.0µm contact hole was simulated using a
100nm address grid and Gaussian pixels of 100nm
width. Figure 4 shows the final 3D resist profile
after development.
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional resist profile of a
1.0µm contact with 0.4µm serifs in PBS.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The importance of lithography simulation as a
research, development and manufacturing tool
continues to grow. Likewise, pressing demands on
current and future mask making requirements have
made electron beam lithography even more critical.
This paper presents a new tool for studying the
intricacies
of
e-beam
lithography
called
ProBEAM/3D.
Monte Carlo simulations are
combined with a beam shape to generate a single
“pixel” energy distribution. This pixel is then used
to write a pattern by controlling the dose of every
pixel on an address grid. The resulting dose pattern
is used to expose and develop a resist to form a
three-dimensional resist pattern.
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